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Teamwork 

 

Teamwork refers to the working of people together who possess 

different technical knowledge and work in a team to accomplish a 

common goal or objective. Any organization or company requires 

teamwork to function smoothly and successfully. Also, every firm or 

organization has divided different teams for different tasks in order 

to perform particular tasks. Therefore, teamwork is essential for 

the success of a company as well as for the growth of a nation.  

The success rate of an organization is directly proportional to 

its quality of teamwork. If the employees do not agree with each 

other on certain things then gradually the output of the company 

will start declining which will ultimately lead to its downfal l. Hence, 

it is important for an organization to maintain a friendly and calm 

environment so that employees can interact with each other easily 

and should put their combined efforts to achieve certain targets.  

Basically, an organization contains a hierarchy of teamwork 

wherein the work is divided into different teams and each team has 

a team leader who guides the team to perform various tasks and 

this all is managed by the manager of the team. By following this 

methodology, companies have witnessed greater success rates. 

Nowadays, the way of teamwork has changed with the advent 

of the internet and new technology and distance is no more a barrier 

in the path of teamwork. As now employees can collaborate with 

each other sitting at far off places with the help of the internet, 

video conferencing apps, emails, and online meetings. Even if they 

are not located in the same country, they still can continue to work 

in a team and help the company succeed. However, the underlying 

advantage of teamwork hasn’t changed and it only provides benefits 

to the company. 

As of now, every organization has realized the importance of 

teamwork as it is one of the most effective methodologies to run a 

business or a company. 
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